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Dear Friends, 
This week we look at Mark 5, “Operates as a community: rather than function as a club 
or religious organization. There is a real danger in becoming a club. This usually 
happens when we lose our Gospel focus, and have lost our understanding of the 
scriptures. The Church is not only called to tell good news of the coming of God’s 
kingdom and to share in the work of the kingdom here on earth, it is also called to 
embody the presence of God’s reign in human society by the way it orders and expresses 
its life. The church must be the first sign of what it preaches.  
 
MARK 5: OPERATES AS A COMMUNITY 
Rather than functioning as a club or religious organization 
 

• Relationships: are nurtured often in small groups so that people feel accepted and 
are helped to grow in faith and service 

• Leadership: lay and ordained work as a team to develop locally appropriate 
expressions of at! Seven marks of a healthy church  

• Lay ministry: the different gifts, experiences and faith journeys of all are valued 
and given expression in and beyond the life of the church.  

 
Healthy churches are commutes and operate as such rather than as a club or religious 
organization. Communities put the focus on valuing people for their own sake and for 
their distinctiveness. They put a high value on establishing and maintaining good 
personal relationships. Clubs and organizations tend rather to put their attention on 
communicating unwritten norms of behaviour that make someone acceptable or not and 
on the contribution members make to getting the task done.  
 

• Relationships: are nurtured often in small groups so that people feel accepted 
and are helped to grow in faith and service 

 
Healthy churches are aware of and take care about relationships. Not only one to one 
but also in building a sense of community and belonging. This often shows in their 
capacity to celebrate and party as well as in the way notices are handled in Sunday 
services. It usually results in a wide number of people being involved in different ways in 
the life of the church. That involvement typically will be related to their particular gifts 
and personality for communities recognize and release gifts rather than squeeze people 
into roles they do not fit. It is not a matter of a few people doing everything but of a 
church that is discovering how to welcome the contribution of a diverse group of people. 
This does not always mean that everything in a church that operates as a community is 
always sweetness and light Indeed one of the ways in which the strength of a community 
can be measured is by how it handles conflict.  
 

 
 
 
 

As you seek to score this mark, think about how we nurture one another. Do we do this at 
all? How do our small groups contribute? Are we good at incorporating people with their 
various gifts? 
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• Leadership: lay and ordained work as a team to develop locally appropriate 
expressions of at! Seven marks of a healthy church  

 
Despite the considerable range of personality types evident among the leaders of the 
churches what is evident is that their style is an enabling one. We need to get good at 
affirming the gifts and contribution of all. This is well beyond the one-man (or one-
woman) band. Here need people willing to trust and affirm others in the exercise of the 
ministry God is calling them to. The perspective of these leaders is consistently one of 
seeing their role as enabling the ministry of the whole church rather than doing the 
ministry for the whole church themselves. They celebrated the gifts of others rather than 
felt threatened by them. This can be seen as a shift from a priestly role (in the sense of 
being the person who ministers to the congregation) to an episcopal one (overseeing the 
ministry of taking place in these churches.  

 
 

• Lay ministry: the different gifts, experiences and faith journeys of all are 
valued and given expression in and beyond the life of the church.  

 
Put simply healthy churches are highly participative. People today are less inclined to be 
passengers or ‘pew fodder’. Those whose faith is real want to do something about it and 
with it. Good churches make that possible. Not as has already been mentioned that ‘lay 
ministry’ is all about ‘what I do in church’. Healthy churches, because they have an 
outward-looking focus work to affirm people in their daily living and life well beyond the 
of the church.   
 

 
Study passages  
 
Ephesians 4.1-16 or 4.25-5.2  

• So what makes ‘or a healthy church, Paul?  
• We all have to be the same?  
• What is our part in contributing to a healthy church?  

 
Mark 10.3545: what can we do to build a healthy community?  
 
Meditation  
The church is called upon to embody the life of Jesus Christ who, having loved his own 
loved them to the end and told us that  

By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one 
another. (John 13.35)  

As you think on this aspect of the mark, do we allow lay and ordained to truly work 
together? If yes, can we do better? 

As you think on the mark, how participative are we at church? Is this because we are not 
permitted, or because I don’t want to? Have I been encouraged or discouraged to contribute? 


